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You can use Photoshop with or without a mouse. A mouse can be quite useful. The best way to learn how to use a mouse is to
actually use one. Yes, you can be a great Photoshop artist without using a mouse. We will show you how later in the book. With
a little practice, you can learn how to use Photoshop, without having to buy the software. The following are examples of some
common, basic uses of Photoshop's tools and options that can be performed on a single layer. No layers are used in these
examples. The Swatch palette: You can display a previously saved swatch color in the Swatch palette by selecting the Swatch
palette with the shortcut keyboard keystroke combination of Ctrl+Y (on a Macintosh) or Shift+Y (on Windows). (The Swatch
palette may also be assigned a shortcut key that you define, such as Ctrl+I.) The Swatch palette is a handy tool that can be used
with both currently open images and images that have been saved. The Layer dialog box: You can access the Layer dialog box
by choosing Window⇒Layers. The Layer dialog box enables you to view or create layers (not shown in Figure 2-6) and
manipulate layer-level information, such as the color, blend mode, and opacity. You can create a new layer for any of the
available layers by clicking in the active layer thumbnail and then clicking on the New Layer button at the top of the Layers
palette. (This button is also shown in the figure.) The dialog box menu: The menu bar of the Photoshop dialog box (see Figure
2-6) allows you to access various dialog boxes. The menu commands are Options: Opens the Options dialog box. You can adjust
the color and effects of existing layers, manage the resolution of the image (you may be asked to print or display the image at a
different resolution), export the image to a new file format, and much more. Image: Opens the Image window with the most
recently opened image. File: Opens the File browser. New: Opens the New dialog box. History: Opens the History dialog box.
Undo: Undoes the last change to the current layer. You can also undo multiple changes by holding down the Shift key while you
press the Ctrl key to make the red Undo button appear in the Layers palette and red arrows appear on the image.
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Features of Photoshop Elements 17 – Import, organize and edit RAW images from almost any digital camera and RAW file
from an external drive – Edit RAW images as JPEG or TIFF – Build PDF output – Remove dust and scratches – Create new
documents – Create HTML pages – Paint and do basic drawing – Use basic shape tools and geometric selections – Import, edit,
export and resize photos – Format, organize and print photos – Create, convert, crop, straighten and rotate photos – Use special
effects such as enhancements, changes and transformations – Create digital watermarks and apply other effects – Do basic web
design – Check, mark, combine and flatten layers – Import photos from scanners, web pages or other locations – Share photos
as email attachments – Add text, stickers and shapes – Edit and colorize images in various formats – Export to PDF, GIF, JPG,
PNG and TIFF files – Collage and make mosaic images – Design web graphics – Convert, crop, edit and print PDFs – Combine
and duplicate layers – Extract frames from images – Flip, rotate, and perform many other basic transformations – Combine and
move layers – Build geometric selections – Do basic image and photo editing – Apply effects and filters – Merge and divide
layers – Copy and paste objects from one image to another – Export layouts as HTML code or as HTML files – Build diagrams
– Create GIF animations – Create video animations – Add text and text frames – Trace and create outlines – Do basic image
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filters and adjustments – Create and apply spot colors – Resize, resize canvas, and crop images – Render and export web files,
including GIF animations – Link and create web pages and applications – Work with typography and text in a wide range of
sizes and styles – Create hyperlinks, links, and connect objects – Use type and typography to format text, shapes, lines and paths
– Resize and apply photo filters – Edit and crop photos and add stickers to images – Add grunge and simple effects – Create
borders and frames – Create complex frames – Add color fills and do 05a79cecff
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1. Tools panel 2. Toolbox – where you can choose brushes, paint, gradient tools, and other options 3. Effect panel: includes
Photoshop’s offerings for special effects, like drop shadows and lighting. 4. Edit panel: contains the selection tool and other
essentials. 5. Window panel: contains windows for image manipulation, printing and file management. 6. The Layers panel:
where you can view the history of a file by layers and place the layer effects inside the file. 7. The Paths panel: lets you move an
object on a path, which is often used to create 3D effects or frames. 8. The History panel: contains the images viewed, while the
Viewer panel is where you can rename images, convert them, and more. This book will demonstrate the following using
Photoshop: 1. How to use the Photoshop tools and various features for image editing purposes. 2. How to create new digital
effects using some of Photoshop's built-in filters. 3. How to combine colors and textures to create the perfect look for your
images, and more. # Chapter 1: Learn About Photoshop's Tools: Brushes, Pens, and More **Image 1.1** In this chapter, you'll
find out more about the Photoshop tools available to you, beginning with the Brush Tool in this section, and an assortment of
other tools in the next section. # **The Photoshop Toolbox** The Photoshop Toolbox holds the tools available to you in
Photoshop. It's easy to work with, because you don't need to activate a specific tool to choose that tool. You can access the
Toolbox by going to the Tools panel (press Ctrl+U). Refer to Figure 1.2 on the next page. When you're working in the Toolbox,
a small plus sign appears at the right end of the Toolbox panel (lower-right side of Figure 1.3). That means the tool is selected
and ready to be used. If you click it again, it becomes deselected. **Figure 1.2** : The Tools panel **Figure 1.3** : The Tools
panel with the Brush tool selected The Toolbox is divided into four parts: the Primary panel, the History panel, the Tools panel,
and the Options panel. The Primary panel is empty, but you can add brushes to it.
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Q: How to find the name of the specific value in the input? How to find the name of the specific value in the input? How to
check the name of the specific value from the input in the same code? A: You can use a regex in conjunction with the $1
variable which you refer to a captured group of the regular expression. var str = ''; var match = str.match(//); if (match) {
alert(match[1]); } Or you can replace the name attribute with a class so you can select it with jQuery('.yourclass') You can test it
here and here Sunday, October 5, 2014 Teaser and Day 5 - Things I Will Change in My Life Day 5 - Things I Will Change in
My Life 1. Love 2. Money 3. Media 4. Love Money Media 5. My Childhood 1. Love I have always loved so I'm going to change
this. I want to give back. Not giving money to make money but giving it away to people who need it. I can't really change the
money but I can start giving it away. 2. Money I would go to a different school. I would also do that instead of doing my MBA. I
love the school I go to now but I wouldn't be able to afford it. I would use my savings and go to a school I could afford. 3. Media
I would go and tell people that media has influence but it doesn't. I would go around and tell people that people don't really
change how they live because of TV. I would also say that people don't really make decisions because of movies and TV. 4.
Love Money Media I would advertise that there is no such thing as wealth. I would tell people that we all make money and we
all use money to live. If I was rich, I wouldn't share my
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